Mortgage
News

The growing attraction
of long-term rate certainty

How can I help my children
get onto the property ladder?

Perception vs reality:
are self-employed
mortgages a problem?

Welcome to the
latest update from
our Mortgage Advice
Service.
For many individuals and
families, the largest financial
commitment they will make over
their lifetime is buying property.
Not taking the right advice
could prove very costly. Our
experienced mortgage advisers
provide a service that can save
you time and help to secure your
financial future.
We advise clients with a wide
range of situations and needs,
from first-time buyers climbing
onto the first rung of the property
ladder, to experienced buy-to-let
landlords refinancing their
property portfolios.
Your home may be repossessed
if you do not keep up
repayments on your mortgage.
You should be aware that not
all buy-to-let mortgages are
regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA). This
means that if you choose to take
up such a mortgage, you will
not have the means of redress
offered for regulated mortgage
contracts in the event that you
should have any complaints.
Our fee is payable on application
and is a minimum of £250 up
to a maximum of 1% of the
mortgage amount.
If you have any enquiries please
contact us on 03442 640 705 or
mas@closebrothers.com.
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The growing attraction of long-term rate certainty
The availability of ten-year fixed rate
mortgage products has increased
significantly over the past five
years, according to data from
Moneyfacts. There are currently circa
150 different ten-year fixed rates
available in the marketplace, which is
in stark contrast to the 16 that were
available in January 2014.
Within our Mortgage Advice Service
we have seen a spike of interest in
ten-year fixed rates, as our clients
seek out longer term security for
their mortgage borrowing and
resulting monthly costs.
With Brexit looming large,
homeowners appear to be craving
certainty now more than ever.
Lenders are clearly attuned to this
need and are obliging with their
improved product ranges. However,
it should be understood that taking
on a ten-year fixed rate mortgage
requires a lot of careful consideration
to ensure it is the right choice for
the individual borrower’s unique
circumstances. A lot can, and
probably will, change for most of us
in the next ten years.
So, what if circumstances do
change? There are a number of
reasons that might cause borrowers
to revisit their mortgage financing
during a fixed interest rate period,
and they will certainly be keen
to avoid breaking their existing
mortgage deal, thus paying the
penalty to do so, for obvious
reasons. We consider some of these
situations:
Moving house
This needn’t be a problem in and of
itself. Most mortgages are “portable”
which means that the lender will,
in principle, be able to secure the
borrowing against a new property
without any penalty being applied.
This is ultimately subject to a full
underwriting assessment and as
such the borrower will need to meet
their lender’s current set of criteria
in order to be allowed to port their
existing mortgage.

It might also be possible to take out
a further advance with the lender at
the same time, which could enable
the borrower to upsize their property
without breaking the original
mortgage deal. The implications of
this are discussed in detail below.
Raising more capital
Borrowing additional funds in order
to convert the loft or extend into
the garden is a common pursuit
for many homeowners. Taking out
a further advance with an existing
lender will avoid the need to pay any
penalties, however it will involve a
full underwriting and affordability
assessment to be completed.
Assuming the additional borrowing is
approved, the lender will add a new
tranche to sit alongside the existing
mortgage. This new tranche may
have a different repayment term, and
the interest rate applied is unlikely
to coincide exactly with that of the
existing borrowing. This can cause
issues in the future because the
different tranches of borrowing will
not necessarily be up for remortgage
at the same time.
There are also no guarantees that
the existing lender will agree to
lend the required funds, or if they
do then they may not agree to
lend a sufficient amount to enable
completion of the desired project
in full. This can be a frustration if
there are other lenders with slightly
different criteria who could lend the
full sum required, because accessing
them will involve paying the existing
lender a significant penalty sum to
break the mortgage deal. These
often run to thousands of pounds.
An alternative to consider in this
eventuality might be a second
charge loan. Interest rates for this
type of borrowing are typically
higher than for conventional first
charge mortgages; however the
borrower may still be better off in
the longer term. This is because the
original mortgage would continue
unchanged, meaning no penalty
would need to be paid.

Paying off the mortgage balance

Separation

Most lenders will allow an
overpayment of a certain size to be
made each year without charging
any penalty to do so. This is often
capped at 10% of the mortgage
balance.

Although this isn’t necessarily at
the forefront of their minds when
arranging long-term mortgage
finance together, this does
unfortunately become a reality for a
significant number of couples.

For those who acquire the means to
fully repay their mortgage balance
while still being subject to a fixed
interest rate, consideration should
be made about whether to pay it in
full and suffer the penalty, or to make
a series of overpayments up to the
maximum permitted amount before
any penalties are applied.

It might be possible for one party
to take over the mortgage and buy
the other party out via a transfer of
equity. This will be dependent on the
mortgage being deemed affordable
by that one applicant alone, and
them also having sufficient funds
available to pay the ex-partner their
share of the equity. In reality this is
unlikely to work for most couples.

Do long-term fixed rates make
sense?
Without the aid of a crystal ball
it is difficult for clients to picture
whether they will want to remain in
the same property, or even remain
together with their partner, over such
a long period of time. Everything
will, as always, depend on a
detailed assessment of individual
financial circumstances, plans, and
objectives.
Having certainty of budget for such
a long period does bring valuable
peace of mind to those who are
concerned about what the future
holds, but this is at the expense of
significantly reduced flexibility into
the future.

For more information about any of the above, please contact our Mortgage Advice Service.

How can I help my children get onto the
property ladder?
In a continued climate of high
house prices and tough affordability
checks, it is increasingly difficult for
would-be first-time-buyers to make
that crucial step onto the first rung
of the property ladder. After many
years spent raising their beloved
offspring towards achieving financial
independence, there comes a
dreaded time when the question is
raised “Mum, Dad – can I have some
help with my deposit please?”
The ‘Bank of Mum and Dad’ has
been well documented over the last
few years, and it is still growing. In
fact, family members contributed
over £6 billion towards the purchase
of properties for their loved ones in
2019, making this the equivalent of
the sixth largest lender in the UK.
So if your child’s old bedroom has
already been converted into a gym,
but there aren’t funds available to
simply lend or gift towards their
deposit, what other potential options
are available?
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Guarantor mortgages
There are a number of different types
of guarantor mortgage available but
typically the parent uses some of
their money or assets as security
for the lender, and may be required
to cover any repayments that the
child fails to pay. This could be risky,
especially if there is still a mortgage
secured against the guarantor’s own
home.
Joint mortgages
A joint mortgage considers the
income of both applicants, and
takes account of any of their existing
financial commitments. Both
applicants will be named on the
mortgage and on the title deeds.
This provides the parent with some
power over any future transactions,
but both parent and child would be
jointly and severely liable for the
mortgage repayments. It is also
worth noting that there may be
increased Stamp Duty Land Tax
liable due to the 3% surcharge for
purchases of additional properties.

Remortgaging
One option that may be available is
for the parent to release some equity
from their own property via a further
advance with the existing lender or
by remortgaging with a new lender.
This money could then be given to
the child as their deposit. Before
remortgaging, it is important to
consider the impact any increased
borrowing might have on standards
of living and retirement plans.
Joint Borrower Sole Proprietor
This involves having two people
named on the mortgage, but only
one person named on the title
deeds. This enables a parent and
child both being named on the
mortgage and therefore allows the
parent’s income to help towards
affordability calculations. One benefit
of this route is the potential to avoid
the additional Stamp Duty Land
Tax surcharge because the parent
doesn’t legally own the property.
This approach to lending is only
offered by a very limited number of
lenders.
Being mortgage ready
Even with generous family assistance
in providing deposit money and
potentially sharing responsibility for
the mortgage repayments, there is
still the need for the would-be firsttime buyer to ensure they will be a
suitable prospect in the eyes of the
lender.
Lenders will perform an affordability
assessment and also check credit
files to identify both historic and
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current conduct. This includes
analysis of income vs expenditure
making it vital for any applicant
to show they are capable of
keeping their finances in order. The
following are our key tips for wouldbe homeowners to help present
themselves in the best light to
lenders:
Keep on top of payments
Pay bills on time! This can be
anything from a phone bill, credit
card or even general household
utility bills. This will help to
demonstrate reliability and financial
independence.
Electoral roll
A simple but effective thing to do is
to register on the electoral roll. Also,
make sure all bills are registered to
the same address, so everything is
easy to trace.
Employment
Remaining in continuous
employment for at least six months
helps to evidence a regular, stable
income each month. Lenders
typically prefer employees to be in
a permanent position rather than
a probationary period due to the
additional job security this affords.
Regular saving
If regular savings can be traced via
bank statements, this is considered
a good sign by lenders. Not only
can it show where the money for the
deposit originated from, but it also
shows good financial discipline.

Credit rating
Using a credit card responsibly can
help improve a credit score. For
instance using the credit card to pay
for the regular supermarket shop and
then paying it off in full each month
will avoid payment of any interest
and also demonstrates an ability to
competently manage finances.
Many lenders rely on the applicant
passing their credit score card, the
requirements of which can be more
severe at higher loan to value ratios.
Not all lenders require the same
scores as each other’s and some
lenders actually take a more
sympathetic view by completing a
“Credit Check” rather than a “Credit
Score”. This means that there is not
a requirement to achieve a specific
score but rather these lenders look
at overall credit conduct.
There can still be options for those
who don’t have a perfect credit
history; however interest rates
may be higher and/or maximum
borrowing potential lower for such
applicants.
For those considering applying for
a mortgage in the near future, it is
worth obtaining a copy of their credit
report as a starting point to identify
any potential issues before applying
to a lender.

For more information on the
differences between a credit
check and credit score then
please do contact us.

Perception vs reality: are self-employed mortgages a problem?
There are currently circa 5 million
self-employed people in the UK, and
many of them will have been working
hard to submit their HMRC selfassessments in the weeks leading up
to the 31 January deadline.
It is not just tax returns that have
troubled self-employed people in
recent times though – it has been a
common complaint that mortgage
lenders have been slow in adapting
their criteria to fit the needs of the
self-employed. The perception is that
self-employed applicants have more
difficulty in obtaining a mortgage
compared to their employed
counterparts.
But how much of an issue is it
really?
Before the Credit Crunch in 2008,
many lenders had little interest
in seeing documented evidence
of income for the self-employed.
The so-called “self-certification”
mortgages often involved the selfemployed applicant telling the lender
how much they earned, and the
lender simply taking them at their
word. Unfortunately this process
proved unreliable and lenders were
forced to reassess their criteria
requirements in the wake of the
subsequent financial crisis.

Since then, self-employed
professionals have often struggled
to overcome additional layers
of challenge and complexity in
their mortgage applications when
compared to more straightforwardlyemployed borrowers. A company
employee can often evidence
their income with nothing more
than a current payslip, whereas an
equivalent self-employed applicant
may have to provide audited
accounts and company bank
statements covering several trading
years.
One aspect that can cause a
problem is defining what actually
counts as income. Some selfemployed applicants believe that
their income is their gross turnover,
but that’s not what lenders typically
use. Instead the focus is more often
directed towards the applicant’s
taxable income – i.e. their net profit.
Some lenders simply base their
calculations on the figures shown
within the borrower’s personal tax
return, while others have a more
flexible approach. For example,
a Limited Company Director will
typically receive income through a
combination of salary and dividends,
which will not always involve
distributing the full net profits from

that trading year. Lenders willing to
consider such retained profit can
potentially lend a greater sum of
money than those looking solely at
the individual’s tax return.
There is also a popular
misconception that self-employed
applicants must evidence at least
three years’ worth of income in order
to be considered for a mortgage.
Although this is certainly true of
some lenders, it is not the case
for all. Borrowing can potentially
be achieved for a self-employed
applicant with as little as one single
year of appropriately evidenced
income.
There has been a significant rise in
the number of people deciding to
become their own boss these last
few years. Many would not have
anticipated the extra complexities
they would face when purchasing
a new home or applying for a new
interest rate via a remortgage. With
the right preparation, whether you’re
a Sole Trader, a Partner, or the
Director of a Limited Company, the
truth is that obtaining a mortgage
needn’t be that big of a deal
anymore. Below we explain how
the minimum lender requirements
vary depending on the type of selfemployed applicant:
Sole Trader
Running a business as an individual
makes keeping organised
records and accounts relatively
straightforward, especially as you’re
the one retaining all the profits. If
you do your tax by self-assessment
and have HMRC calculate it for you,
you may be asked to download
documents called your “Tax
Calculation” and “Tax Overview”
via your HMRC online account.
These show the total income you’ve
received from all sources and the
total amount of tax due. Lenders
may also require three years’ worth
of accounts, so make sure you have
everything ready when you start
applying for a mortgage. Using a
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Chartered or Certified Accountant
can help with some lenders, and
you should also be aware that your
maximum permitted borrowing is
likely to be based on an average of
your net profit over the years.
Partnership
Not all of the self-employed
population are Sole Traders and
many in fact set up their business in
partnership with one or more other
parties. In this scenario, lenders look
at the applicant’s individual share
of the total when assessing how
much they are willing to lend. The
prudent mortgage applicant should
ensure they can provide accounts
that clearly show their share of
company profits before making
their application. When in doubt
Underwriters will often also accept
a letter from the company Financial
Director explaining the division
of profits between the business
partners.
Contractor
Contractors typically need to provide
lenders with a track record of their
past work alongside further evidence
of anticipated future work. For those

who have been contracting for
less than one year this can cause
complications, however there are
lenders in the market that can accept
this providing there is a track record
of prior work in the same industry
or role. For example, a lender will
still often take your application into
consideration even if you left fulltime employment to begin work as
a contractor within the last year.
This is, however, far more likely to
be the case where there is also
evidence of anticipated future work.
This will often be demonstrated
via the current fixed term contract,
especially if it has already been
renewed at least once before.
Limited Company Director
Many people choose to set up
limited companies which serve to
keep the business separate from
personal finances. Every limited
company must have at least one
Director at the helm, and in some
cases also a Company Secretary.
Directors often pay themselves a
nominal salary and then top this
up with via significant dividend
payments from their company
shareholding. Lenders are typically

comfortable with this arrangement
and make their assessment using
an average income from the two
combined sources.
Issues can arise whereby companies
don’t pay all their profit out as
dividend income, but rather retain
some of the profit within the
company. Although some lenders will
consider retained profits when they
assess an application from a Director
of a limited company, many will
not. This might mean an otherwise
affordable mortgage becomes
unattainable, simply because profit
has not been distributed.
Lenders these days have a duty
to assess whether a mortgage is
affordable for the borrower, and as
such the current set of criteria is
unlikely to disappear anytime soon.
But with the right evidence of income
in hand, a self-employed applicant
can meet the requirements of many
lenders without too much difficulty.
We are expertly placed within
our Mortgage Advice Service to
help self-employed and employed
applicants alike – for more
information, please contact us.

We can advise clients
with a wide range of
situations and needs.
If you or any of your
family or friends have
an enquiry please
contact us at
mas@
closebrothers.com
or call us on
03342 640 705.
Calls may be recorded.
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